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The majority oj underwater acoustic systems use narrow band sounding signals. Con-
sequently, there is extensive knowledge on how the relevant spatial filters should be analysed
and designed. The difficulty begins when the sounding signal has a broad spectrum. Applying
the results ojnarrow band signal analysis to broadband signals leads to serious errors. The
same is true jor spatial jiltration methods when applied to narrow band signals.

The article presents a general method jor analysing spatial jilters designed jor broad-
band signals. It also gives an assessment oj the errors caused by applying spatial filtration
methods designed for narrow band signals.

INTRODUCTlON

The majority of today's multi-beam sonars use narrow band sounding signals. The the-
ory and methods for designing relevant spatial filters is well researched, [4]. The most fre-
quent filtration methods are those in the frequency domain or spatial spectrum estimation. To
simplify, the echo signal is treated as sinusoidal which is folIowed by signal delay compensa-
tion. For a very narrow echo signal spectrum, envelope and beam pattem distortions are minor
and acceptable in practice.

In an effort to improve the range, resolution and signal to noise and reverberation ratio,
some sonars use broadband signals, usually ones with linear frequency modulation. When
phase compensation is carried out for central frequency only, the result is a significantly dcte-
riorated signal envelope at receiver output and beam width exceeding the limits. As a result,
phase compensation must cover all frequencies of the spectrum. To do it digitally would re-
quire very powerful computers, much more powerful than necessary for narrow band spatial
filters. Consequently, there is a need for more cost effective and simplified algorithms for
signal processing. This sets the context for assessing the negative effects of using simplified
methods. These problems are discussed in the article.
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1. ANAL YTICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE BROADBAND SPATIAL FILTER.

Let us assume that a broadband signa1 s(t),with a limited spectrum width is incident on a
linear array, as illustrated in Fig. l.

wave front

s,,(t,8)

Fig. l. Linear receiving array.

The signal at the output of the array' s n-th element has this form:

sJt,8) = Sas[t H n(8)], (1)

where for the velocity of acoustic wave e, the de1ay is equa1 to 'Cn(8)=(ndlc)sin8. We assume
that signal s(t) is a copy of the sounding signal, i.e. it is known in the receiver. What is un-
known is the signal amplitude designated as Sa.

To produce a beam deflected by 8k the delay must be compensated and all signa1s added
up. At summator output we get:

N

s(t,8 ,8k) = Sa Ls[t HJ8) -1 J8k)],
-N

(2)

where 'C11(8ieJ=(ndlc)sin8k•

The signal's Fourier transform can be written as:
N

S(jffi,8 ,8 k) = SoS(jffi )Lexp[ j(ffid / e)n(sin8 - sin8 d,
-N

(3)

where: Stj», 8,8ieJ=3 {s(t, 8,8ieJ} and SOw) =3 {s(t)}.
The sum in the above formula is the sum of a geometrie series which can be easily com-

puted. The result is:

. 88 S(' )sin[M(ffid/2e)(sin8-sin8k)]
Si j«, 'k)=MSa }ffi ,

M sin[( ffid / 2e)(sin8 - sin8 k)]
(4)

where M=2N+ 1is the number of antenna elements.
For each spectrum component of the signal received the fractiona1 expression in the

above formula describes the beam pattem. AlI pattems are described with the same function,
but the width of the main lobe, the position of side lobes and any grating lobes depends on the
frequency of the spectrum component. The "amplitudę" of the beam pattem for a given fre-
quency is proportiona1 to the va1ue of the spectrum module SOw) in that frequency.
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In broadband sonars it is not the adder output signal that is studied, but the one at the
detector output. The detector is usually a filter matched to the sounding signal. The filter is
usually realized in the frequency domain and its transfer function KOro) is equal to:

K(jw) = S·(jw). (5)

Because the amplitude of the signal received is unknown, it cannot be made part of the
filter transfer function.

The signal spectrum at the matched filter output XOro) is equal to the produet of signal
spectrum at the adder output and the transfer function KOro), and we get:

x(jw,e,ek)=SoMIS(jw)12 sin[M(wdl2e)(sine -sinek)}. (6)
M sin[(wd / 2e)(sine - sine k)}

The signal at the matched filter output is the inverse Fourier transform of spectrum
XOro,8,8JJ. The signal can be written as the convolution oftwo functions oftime, that is:

x( t,e ,e k) = SoMJ-1 (I S( jos ) 12} * '3-1 {sin[ M (wd / 2e)(sine - sine k )} } . (7)
M sin[(wd /2e)(sine -sinek)}

As you know, the inverse Fourier trans form of energy density spectrum is equal to the
auto-correlation function r.u(t) of the signal. The inverse Fourier trans form of the fractional
function in equation (7) is equal to Dirac's pulse series whose number is equal to M, and the
spacing on the time scale is (d/c)(sin8-sin8JJ. The signal at the matched filter output can be
written as:

N

x(t,8,8k)=Sor, ..Jt)* 'Lo [t-(nd/e)(sin8 -sin8k)}.

n=-N

(8)

Because convolution is comrnutative to adding, there is a simpler method to write the
above formula:

N

x(t,e,ek)=so 'Lr,Jt-(nd/c)(sine -sin8k)}·
n=-N

(9)

As you can see, the signal at the filter output is the sum of auto-correlation functions of
the signal received, shifted on the time axis. When the angle ofwave incidence is equal to the
assumed beam deflection angle, the output signal is the sum of M unshifted autocorrelation
functions, i.e. it is the highest. Such a signal is described with the auto-correlation function of
the sounding signal. Signal duration at the matched filter output is approximately equal to the
reverse of its spectrum width. Signal maximum occurs in the maximum of the auto-correla-
tion function and is equal to the energy of the signal received. For the remaining angles of
incidence, the value of the signal is lower. In addition, the signal is extended compared to the
auto-correlation function.

2. SPATIAL FILTERING FOR LOW BAND SIGNALS

Using the general relations derived above, let us now consider the operation of the spa-
tial filter when receiving a low band signal. Let us assume, that the spectrum of a low band
signal is rectangular and symmetric from -fg to +fg. The auto-correlation function of the sig-
nal received is equal to:
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sin( 2rrf t)
r,.Jt) = '3-1 {I S(jw)I=T1 {In (w /2wg)I==2fg g

2rrfgt

We substitute the auto-correlation function to formula (9) and get:

8 8
f sin{ 2rrfg [t - (nd / c)(sin8 - sin8 k )])

x(t, , k)==2fgSo L..J .
n~-N 2rrfg [t - (nd / c)(sin8 - sin8 k)]

We can prove that signal maximum occurs at moment t=O, so we get:

_ f sin[2rrfg(nd/c)(sin8 -sin8k)]
xmax(8,8k)-2fgSo L..J .

n~-N 2rrfg (nd / c)(sin8 - sin8 k)

Space dbetween adjacent anten na elements should be equal to at least halfthe length of
the highest frequency wave. This criterion helps us to simplify the above formula to get a
formula as follows:

(10)

(11)

(12)

. (8 8 ) == 2f S f sin[ rrn(sin8 - sin8 k )]
Xmax J k g o L-. .

n~-N rrn(sin8 - sin8 k)
(13)

Signal maximum is always present for angle e=8k, which is in accordance with the prin-
cipIe of spatial filter operation. The value of the maximum is:

(14)

As expected, it is proportional to the number of antenna elements, the width of the band
occupied by the signal and its amplitude. After normalisation of relation (13) with regard to
signal maximaI value, we get the beam pattem for the signal in question:

b(e,ek)==~ ± sin[rrn(sin8 -sin8k)].

M n~-N rrn(sin8 - sin8 k )
(15)

Fig.2 shows the computed beam pattem of an antenna consisting of M=9 elements under
the assumption that the beam deflection angle is 8k=Oo and 8k=30o. The same figure shows
beam pattems of the sinusoidal signal with frequency /g. As you can see, the beam patterns of
the low band signal are wider than those of the sinusoidal signal with a frequency equal to the
highest frequency of the low band signal spectrum. You can also see, that there are no distinct
side lobes and that the beam value decreases almost monotonically as the observation angle
increases. The width of the main lobe is almost doubled compared to the main lob e of a com-
parable beam pattern, and it is exactly the same width as the main lobe of the sinusoidal signal
beam pattern where frequency is /g and the antenna consists of M=5 elements. The diagrams
in Fig. 3 explain that. The increased width of the main lobe for low band signal reception is
the result of broad beam patterns of low frequency spectrum components.
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Fig. 2. Beam patterns for low band signaIs (a- real beam pattern, b- beam pattern for frequency /g).
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Fig. 3. Beam patterns for low band signals (a - M=9, b - M=5).

3. SPATIAL FILTERING FOR BANDPASS SIGNALS

Underwater acoustics often uses bandpass signals with a relatively wide spectrum, e.g.
signaIs with linear frequency modulation. The spectrum of these signals is rectangular-like
with frequencies around fa and - fa. The spectrum of the signal in question and its auto-corre-
lation function are shown in Fig.4. The auto-correlation function is determined from formuła
(10) using the known theorem about the frequency domain shift. The signal at the matched
filter output has the following form:

N sin{wg[t-(nd/c)g(e,ek)})
x(t,8 ,8 k) = 2/gSo L: cos{wo [t - (nd / c)g(8 ,8k )]} , (16)

n=-N wg[t-(nd/c)g(e,ek)}

where, to shorten the notation, the following are given as g(O,O,J=sinO-sinOk and wo=2nfo and
wg=2n/g.
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Fig. 4. Spectrum and autocorrelation function ofbandpass signal.

As previously, signal maximum occurs at moment t=0. If we assume that the spacing
between antenna elements is equal to half the wave length for the medium frequency of the
spectrum, the above formula can be reduced to read as follows:

_ f sin{rtn( fg / fo)g(8,8k)}J
Xma:J8,8kJ-2fgSo ~ cos{rtng(8,8kJ}} .

n=-N nnt f , / fo)g(8,8k)}

The maximum of the function is at angle 8=8k and is given in formula (14). Conse-
quently, the beam pattem can be written as:

(17)

b(8,8k)=~ f. cos{rtng(8,8k)]}sin{rtn(fg / fo)g(8,8k)}J.
M n=-N =t./fo )g(8 ,8 k)}

Let us observe at first that when /g approaches zero, the signal received becomes sinu-
soidal. A sinx/x type function adopts a unit value for all angles of the incoming wave, and the
above formula is reduced to read as:

(18)

l N l N

b(8 ,8 k) =- I cos{ rtng(8 ,8 k )}} =- I exp{jrtng(6 ,6 k)}} .
M n=-N M n=-N

(19)

The beam pattem is described with the sum of the power series and is equal to:

b(6,6 sin! rt (M /2 )(sin8 - sin8 k )} .
k) sin! rt (11 2)(sin8 - sin6 k )}

As expected, it is equal to the beam pattem of the spatial filter in question for a sinusoi-
dal signal with frequency fa.

In practice, the width of the beam (apart from the level of side lob es) is critical. The
question arises - how does the width of the signal's spectrum affect the width? Formula (18)
suggests that in neighbourhood of angle 8k the fractional expression assumes values close to
unity. This means that beam width is practically equal to the width of the sinusoidal signal
beam with frequency fa. The width increases as the beam deflection angle increases, as was
the case with narrow band signals.

There are significant differences between the level of side lobes for broadband signals
and narrow band signals. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.

(20)
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Fig. 5. Beam pattem for bandpass signaIs
(a - narrowband signal, b- broadband signal, M=19,fr/!o=0.2).

4. BROADBAND SPATIAL FIL TER WITH QUADRATURE DETECTION

Broadband spatial filtration can be carried out using quadrature detection. We will dem-
onstrate whether, and if so, to what extent, quadrature detection has an effect on the properties
of the spatial fiIter.

Let the broadband signal have this form:

s(t)= SaTI (t /T )sin[2rcfot +<p(t) + \f' ), (21)

where TI (t /T) means a rectangular envelope with duration T.
The signal at the output ofthe n-th antenna element is delayed and based on formula (1)

it can be written as:

sn(t,e)= SaTI {(t +1:n(e )] /T }sin{ 2rr./o[t+1:Je)] +Cf![t+1:Je)] +Ijf}. (22)

As you know, in quadrature detection the narrow band signal is multiplied by sin(2rcjot)
and cos(2rcfot) and undergoes low band filtration. At the output of low pass filters we get:

Xn (t,e ) = S()TI {(t +T,,,(e )] / T} cos{ 2rr./01n(e) + Cf![t + 1,,(e )] +Ijf } ,

(23)
y,,(t,e) = S()TI {(t +T,n(e)] / T }sin{ 2rr./o1n(e) + Cf![t+T,,,(e)] +Ijf }.

The signals can be treated as real and imaginary components of the complex signal
zn(t)=xn(t)+jYn(t). The complex signal takes this form:

zn(t,e) = SaTI {(t +T,n(e)] / T} exp[j2rr./o1 n(e)]· expl jw]: +T,,,(e)] + jljf }. (24)

The signal's Fourier transform can be written as:

Zn(Jffi,e) = Sa exp[j2rr.( /0 + / )-r;,,(e)]· 3{TI (t /T )exp{ j[Cf!(t) +Ijf ]}}. (25)

In the above formula, the Fourier transform describes the spectrum of the low band sig-
nal which we get following quadrature detection of signal s(t). The spectrum is identical for
all signals and does not depend on the wave incidence angle.
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To produce a beam deflected by angle 8k the spectrum given in formula (25) should be
multiplied by exp[-j2n(fo+j)'n(8k)}, folIowed by summing up of alI products. We get:

N

Z,,(jw,8,8k)==S/(jw).L exp{j2rr.(fo + f)[1,,(8)-1n(8k)]}·

n=-N
(26)

where

S/p( jw)== So:J{I1 (t /T )exp{ j[q>(t)+1j1 J)). (27)

The sum in formula (26) is the sum of the power series. By analogy to formula (4), we
get:

S(' 88 )==M.S (' )sin[rr.M(fo+f)d/c)(sin8-sin8k)]
JW, , k /p JW .

M sin[rr.( fo + f)d / c)(sin8 -sin8k)]

By analogy to the general case above, the matching is done by multiplying the spectrum
by K(jCO)=S'b*(jCO)/SO. We get:

(28)

X(jw,8,8
k
)== MIS/ (jw)12 sin[rr.M(f() + f)d/c)(sin8 -sin8k)] .

S(} p M sin[rr.( fo + f)d / c)(sin8 -sin8k)]

As expected, for a sinusoidal signal with frequency fa and amplitude Sa we get:

X( . 8 8 ) - S sin[rr.M(fod / c)(sin8 - sin8 k)]
JWo' , k -M. o .

M sin] rt ( fod / c )(sin8 - sin8 k)]

The spectrum consists of one line whose value is proportional to the beam pattem
b(8,8J, which for d/Ao=O.5 is described with formula (20). For angle 8=8k we get the square
ofthe module ofthe low band signal spectrum whose inverse Fourier trans form is equal to the
auto-correlation function.

If we assume that the spectrum of the low band signal is rectangular and limited by fre-
quency h, the signal at the matched filter output is equal to the inverse Fourier transform of its
spectrum and can be written as:

(29)

(30)

N. sin{2nfg[t-(nd/c)g(8,8k)]}
s(t,8,8k)==2fgSo.L exp[J2rr.fo(nd/c)g(8,8k)] . (31)

,,=-N 2nfg[t -(nd / c)g(8,8k)]

Signal maximum is at moment t=0 and is equal to 2/gSoM. The beam pattem is described
with the folIowing formula:

1 N sin{2rrfJnd/c)g(8,8k)]}
b(8,8k)==- .L exp[j2nfo(nd/c)g(8,8k)] � (32)

M ,,=-N 2rr.fg(nd/c)g(8,8k)]

When d/c=1/2fo, the above formula takes a form similar to formula (18), because a
sinxIx type function is even and jnx+e-jllx=2cos(nx). This means that quadrature detection has
no effect on the properties of the spatial filter during reception of broadband signals.

5. SIMPLIFIED SPATIAL FILTERING METHOD.

To digitalIy carry out the spatial filter, the spectra of signaIs received must be multiplied
by complex numbers described with the formula:

(33)
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The number of the multiplications is equal to L=MKF, where Mis the number of an-
tenna elements, K - the number of beams, and F - the number of spectrum lines. Although
number L can be reduced four times using beam and spectrum symmetry, it is usually very
big. It can be reduced using fast Fourier transformation FFT to estimate the spatial spectrum.
The problems are extensively discussed in separate papers [l], [2], [3]. In this paper we will
demonstrate the effects of using a simplified algorithm in which phase compensation is done
on the medium frequency fa of the spectrum of the signal received.

Where quadrature detection is used, the spectrum of the low band signal is multiplied by
wnk=exp[-j2rrfaTn(8Jl, and the re suit is formula (3) in the folIowing form:

N

Zn( jw,e)= SI( jcs ) L exp{ j2rcfo["Cn(e )-"C,,(ek )])exp[ j2rcf"C,,(e)]·
n=-N

(34)

When we fulfil the same conditions as in the previous section and repeat the same com-
putations, the result is the folIowing beam pattern relation:

l N. sin! 2rcfg (nd / c) sin8 ]
b(8,8k)=- L exp!)2rcfo(nd/c)g(e,8k)] .

M n=-N 2rifg (nd / c) sin8
(35)

The above analysis shows that the beam pattern is less different from the ideal one when
the values of a sinx/x type function in the above formula are closer to unity. In formula (32)
that condition was satisfied for angles 8 cios e to the beam deflection angle ek, because func-
tion g(8,8J adopted values close to zero. In formula (35), on the other hand, the values of a
sinx/x type function depend directly on angle e, which has an adverse effect in particular for
bigger beam deflection angles.

To demonstrate the effects of beam deflection and signal spectrum width, let us write
formula (35) as folIows:

l N. sin] rcn(fg / j~) sine]
b(8 ,8 k) = - L exp[ )rrng(8 ,8 k)] ,

M n=-N 2rcn( fg / fo)sine
(36)

in which the assumption is that d/c= 1/2fa.
Fig.6A shows the beam patterns for M=31, e,,=oo and ek=300,/g,Jo=0.1. To compare, in

the same Figure you can see the beam patterns of a full delay compensation filter and a sinu-
soidal signal filter with frequency fa. The beam width has clearly increased compared to the
other patterns and the shape of the main lobe has suffered. Fig.6B shows analogous beam
patterns for a small er number of antenna elements. You can see, that a reduction in the num-
ber of elements has improved the beam pattern. The shapes of the main lobes are practicalIy
identical with only a certain increase in the width, when the filter phase compensation is in-
complete. Using this as the basis, we can propose a hypothesis that there are certain boundary
values of the number of M elements, beam deflection angles ek and relative spectrum width
(f/fa) for which the increase in beam width does not exceed the assumed value. The hypothe-
sis is confirmed in the diagram in Fig.7, showing the percentage increase in beam width in the
function of parameter M. The diagram helps to establish the maximaI number of antcnna ele-
ments and maximaI beam deflection angle for which the increase in beam width is still ac-
ceptable.

By using the above relations, we can significantly reduce the number of arithmetic op-
erations for digital spatial filters. The reduction is made possible by multiplying complex sig-
nals Zn(t, e) by numbers wnk=exp[-j2rrfoTn(8J] before Fourier trans form s are computed. Num-
ber of multiplications was limited to L=MK, making it F times small er than the number of
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multiplications required for complete phase compensation filters. The Fourier transform must
now be determined for matched filtration only.
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Fig. 6. Beam patterns for broad band signals (A - M=3 l,JI!o =0. 15, B - M=31,JI!o=0.15; e-full
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Summing up, the results of the analysis may come as an attractive alternative and help
significantly simplify the spatial filter and reduce its costs. As demonstrated, this is a viable
option and fil ter quality is compromised to a small extent only. Unfortunately, to do that all
the above criteria mus t be met, i.e. the number of antenna elements and beam deflection an-
gle.
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